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About This Game
Cheeky Beetle The Worlds Most Modest And Secret Superhero.
A mysterious enemy has assembled a robot army and taken over a peaceful world. The fate of the pla 5d3b920ae0
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While I initially had a not so great experience with this game, I MUST tell you on my second try of this game, I had a MUCH
BETTER game experience! I cannot over emphasize to you to START ON THE EASY DIFFICULTY .Don't start off on the
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default normal unless you want to risk getting frustrated and over-whelmed like I did my first try! .If you care kicking butt on
"Easy". then by all means, up your game and difficulty! =) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlZQa56pFpU Anyhow, as I
could tell initially even with my first review, this developer has poured a LOT of effort and time into this game and it is a
STEAL at only $1.99 USD! PROS: - Amazingly low and very generous price which means a fantastic value for you! - Very
good responsive controls with keyboard or a controller! - 12 levels and five incredibly difficult choices of difficulty to keep you
playing many hours! - Graphics are well done - Music is even better! - The game offers cut scenes and a story as you play
through the levels adding value - Those cut scenes are easily and quickly skippable if you so choose! - Enemies on harder
difficulties have VERY SMART A.I. and they will sandwich you quickly if you aren't careful! CONS: - Enemies when killed
take a few seconds to explode and continue moving as normal making you wonder if you actually killed them or not ( I advised
to the developer to turn them upside down until they die to help the player have a satisfying feel, not feel confused here) Difficulty at the default normal level is FAR too difficult! I can't even imagine the harder ones! - The game currently doesn't
save your settings such as music volume, object removal, etc - Easy level feels too easy and gets repetitive quickly as you
progress through the 12 easy levels, but then becomes far too hard (frustratingly hard once you move to the next step up at
"normal" difficulty My score the second time playing (starting on "Easy").. While I initially had a not so great experience with
this game, I MUST tell you on my second try of this game, I had a MUCH BETTER game experience! I cannot over emphasize
to you to START ON THE EASY DIFFICULTY .Don't start off on the default normal unless you want to risk getting frustrated
and over-whelmed like I did my first try! .If you care kicking butt on "Easy". then by all means, up your game and difficulty! =)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AlZQa56pFpU Anyhow, as I could tell initially even with my first review, this developer
has poured a LOT of effort and time into this game and it is a STEAL at only $1.99 USD! PROS: - Amazingly low and very
generous price which means a fantastic value for you! - Very good responsive controls with keyboard or a controller! - 12 levels
and five incredibly difficult choices of difficulty to keep you playing many hours! - Graphics are well done - Music is even
better! - The game offers cut scenes and a story as you play through the levels adding value - Those cut scenes are easily and
quickly skippable if you so choose! - Enemies on harder difficulties have VERY SMART A.I. and they will sandwich you
quickly if you aren't careful! CONS: - Enemies when killed take a few seconds to explode and continue moving as normal
making you wonder if you actually killed them or not ( I advised to the developer to turn them upside down until they die to help
the player have a satisfying feel, not feel confused here) - Difficulty at the default normal level is FAR too difficult! I can't even
imagine the harder ones! - The game currently doesn't save your settings such as music volume, object removal, etc - Easy level
feels too easy and gets repetitive quickly as you progress through the 12 easy levels, but then becomes far too hard (frustratingly
hard once you move to the next step up at "normal" difficulty My score the second time playing (starting on "Easy").

Launch Price Discount! : For a limited time as a celebration of the games release and the culmination of years of hard work and
sacrifice by one man (me) you can benefit from a game launch discount.. Launch Price Discount! : For a limited time as a
celebration of the games release and the culmination of years of hard work and sacrifice by one man (me) you can benefit from
a game launch discount.
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